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politics fits least well into this collection, yet the essay examines a
very important topic that has been hinted at in several studies but
has yet to receive extended analysis. Somewhat less original, perhaps,
is Paul Kraemer's comparison of race as a factor in the British and
American empires, though to his credit, Kraemer cites several of the
relations at the turn of the twenti
earlier studies of Anglo-American
eth century. A surprising omission is Ernest R. May's book, American
Imperialism: A Speculative Essay (1968), which argues that Americans
imitating the British.
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is that, in important respects, American colonialism was often differ
ent. Thus American ideas about the regulation of opium differed from
those of the French, Japanese, and British. American rule of the Moros
was very different from British rule of the Malays. American and Japa
to governing the mountain people may both have
nese approaches
been part of the "high imperialism" of the Victorian age (p. 225), but
the two colonial powers had different economic interests and con
trasting ideas about incorporating the mountain peoples into the co
lonial structure and separating them from hostile lowlanders. Vince
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Clymer chairs the history department at Northern Illinois University. He is
in Beijing,
currently Distinguished Fulbright Lecturer at Renmin (People's) University
1870-1969:
China. His most recent books are The United States and Cambodia,
Kenton

From Curiosity to Confrontation
(2004) and The United
(2004).
1969-2000: A Troubled
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In A Fraternity of Arms, Robert Bruce sets out to reexamine
eration

between

the

American

and

French

armies

to remind

coop

us

of the

positive and mutually beneficial relationship that developed between
the United States and France during the First World War. Appearing
in the wake of popular calls to boycott French wine and congressional
publicity stunts that changed the name of french fries to liberty fries,
Bruce's message has a certain timeliness to it. Indeed, as Bruce amply
demonstrates, the extent of Franco-American
cooperation during the
war was truly staggering. France provided training in trench warfare
and most of the artillery, shells, and planes used by American forces.
The Americans offered needed raw materials and millions of fresh
and enthusiastic soldiers to bolster French morale and provide the
winning edge against the Germans in 1918. More importantly, Bruce
underscores

how

nearly

every

American

military

of the war

operation

was in reality a joint Franco-American
effort. Even after the Ameri
cans took over their own sector of the front in the fall of 1918, French
artillery and infantry divisions provided essential assistance in the
American-commanded
But

Meuse-Argonne
matter

personalities

much

campaign.
more

to Bruce

than

these

overall

statistics, and the book provides an in-depth and penetrating analy
sis of the great men leading the armies on each side. In Bruce's ac
count, Joseph Joffre, Phillipe Pétain, Ferdinand
Foch, and John J.
Pershing are the main actors determining the fates of the men under
their control, and therefore their friendships, squabbles, political alli
receive much attention. Al
ances, and strong-willed personalities
Bruce

though
French

and

discusses

American

the well-known

commanders

between

disagreements

over

American

amalgamating

forces directly into French units and Pershing's distain for trench
that the desire to find a collective
warfare, he carefully emphasizes
to

way
resolve

defeat
these

Bruce describes
in the
tactical

last
and

ensured

Germany
differences

two

years

strategic

and

form

that

these

an

effective

leaders

found

to

ways

coalition.

the strategic and political situation France faced
of the

war

very

breakthroughs

well

and

also

clearly

on

both

the

German

the

explains
and

French

sides that finally gave the Allies the edge on the battlefield. There is
only fleeting discussion of relations between men in the ranks, how
ever,

even

though

such

stories

serve

mainly

to support

Bruce's

thesis

that genuine friendships and mutual respect developed between en
listed men of each army. This analysis seems superficial compared to
the in-depth examination given to relationships among the leaders of
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each army. It is a bit surprising not to find more about the four Ameri
can black regiments that fought as integral parts of the French army.
More than any other group of American soldiers, they epitomized
the positive experiences of American troops serving with the French
and the different racial climate that existed in each army. Throughout
the war,
those

France

American

tried
troops

to use

American

it coveted

so

tion to racial matters seems

racial
dearly,

concerns
and

as a way

therefore

in discussing

more

to gain
atten

the Franco

appropriate
American military relationship.
Bruce gives both the French and Americans high marks for their
cooperative spirit, which he contrasts often throughout the book with
Bruce contends that the Americans dis
British narrow-mindedness.
liked the British and much preferred to serve with the French. But
of the British often seems overstated,
this purported disagreeableness
of their contribution to the final victory.
as does the downplaying
Bashing the British to build up the French fails to take into account a
decade's worth of scholarship reevaluating the final victory as a true
Allied victory and detracts from the book's main idea that despite
different political and strategic visions, winning the war was a goal
that required finding ways to develop productive professional rela

tionships on the Allied side.
A Fraternity ofArms is a well-written account of the Franco-Ameri
can military relationship that presents an affectionate and admiring
portrait of France's wartime leaders. These larger-than-life person
alities who sensed that the entire fate of their nation lay in their hands
dominate this account of the First World War. The American leaders
pale in comparison. Although he seems to find the French more cap
tivating, Bruce by no means slights the American contribution to the
final victory. Indeed, he helps modern readers rediscover just how
high the stakes were in 1918 and appreciate anew an often-forgotten
cooperation and goodwill.
episode of Franco-American
Jennifer D. Keene is an associate professor at the University ofRedlands in southern
of
the Great War and the Remaking
California. She is the author of Doughboys,
America
(2001) and is currently completing a book on African American soldiers'
experiences during the First World War.
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